Expansion microscopy: development and neuroscience applications
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Many neuroscience questions center around understanding how the molecules and wiring in neural circuits mechanistically yield behavioral functions, or go awry in disease states. However, mapping the molecules and wiring of neurons across the large scales of neural circuits has posed a great challenge. We recently developed expansion microscopy (ExM), a process in which we physically magnify biological specimens such as brain circuits. We synthesize throughout preserved brain specimens a dense, even mesh of a swellable polymer such as sodium polyacrylate, anchoring key biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids to the polymer. After mechanical homogenization of the specimen-polymer composite, we add water, and the polymer swells, pulling biomolecules apart. Due to the larger separation between molecules, ordinary microscopes can then perform nanoscale resolution imaging. We here review the ExM technology as well as applications to the mapping of synapses, cells, and circuits, including deployment in species such as Drosophila, mouse, non-human primate, and human.
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Introduction
At the core of many neuroscience questions, ranging from understanding how memories are encoded, how neurons transform sensory inputs into motor outputs, to how emotions and decisions are implemented, is a need to understand how molecules and cells in neural circuits are organized to yield complex emergent functions. Understanding the nature of brain disorders, and pointing the way to new therapeutics, is also increasingly demanding a knowledge of how brain cells, molecular cascades, and connections change in disease states. Ideally one would be able to map biomolecules such as neurotransmitters, receptors, and ion channels, across the spatial extents of neurons and neural circuits. Traditional microscopes are limited by diffraction, and thus specialized technologies have been required to perform imaging with nanoscale precision. Electron microscopy is capable of nanoscale resolution, and has yielded many insights into the wiring diagrams of neural circuits [1,2], but typically yields little molecular information about the molecules in those circuits. Super-resolution light microscopy methods have powerfully revealed many molecular features of neurons at the nanoscale level [3,4], but such methods are difficult to apply to extended 3-D specimens, such as neural circuits, due to their speed and complexity. To address the need for a method of imaging extended 3-D objects such as neural circuits, with molecular information, at nanoscale resolution, we recently developed a novel modality of imaging. In contrast to earlier methods of nanoscale imaging that magnify information emitted from a specimen, we physically magnify the specimen itself [5**].

In this new methodology, which we call expansion microscopy (ExM, schematized in Figure 1a–e), we synthesize a dense, interconnected web of a swellable polymer, such as sodium polyacrylate, throughout a preserved specimen such as a brain specimen. The polymer is very dense, such that the distance between adjacent polymer threads is on the order of the dimension of a biomolecule. We anchor biomolecules such as proteins or RNA, or labels bound to those biomolecules (such as antibodies), to the polymer network via covalently binding anchoring molecules. We treat the specimen with heat, detergent, and/or enzymes to mechanically homogenize the specimen so that it can expand evenly, and then finally we add water. The swellable polymer absorbs the water, and expands, bringing the anchored biomolecules or labels along (Figure 1f). The net result is that biomolecules or labels that are initially localized within the diffraction limit of a traditional microscope, are now separated in space to distances far enough that they can now be resolved. The specimen also becomes completely transparent, having become mostly water (Figure 1g).

ExM builds from two sets of ideas that go back into the late 1970s and early 1980s. Around that time, the physicist...
Toyoichi Tanaka at MIT was creating and studying the physics of swellable gels [6], and found that they could swell many orders of magnitude in volume in ways that could be precisely described via phase transition mathematics. Around the same time, Peter Hausen and Christine Dreyer at the Max Planck Institute developed polymer hydrogel embedding of fixed tissues for the enhancement of imaging, synthesizing polyacrylamide networks throughout preserved specimens [7]. ExM fuses these two old concepts to enable physical magnification of specimens, with precision down to the nanoscale.

Expansion microscopy workflow. Biomolecules, or labels highlighting biomolecules of interest, in fixed cells or tissues (a), are functionalized with chemical handles (AcX, green, binds proteins; LabelX, purple, binds nucleic acids such as mRNA) that enable them to be covalently anchored (b) to a swellable polymer mesh (composed of crosslinked sodium polycrylate) that is evenly and densely synthesized throughout the specimen (c). The sample is mechanically homogenized by treatment with heat, detergent, and/or proteases (d). Adding water initiates polymer swelling (e), which results in biomolecules or labels being pulled apart from each other in an even, isotropic fashion, and thus enabling nanoscale resolution imaging on conventional microscopes (f, adapted from Ref. [5**]). Expansion significantly reduces scattering of the sample, since the sample is mostly water (g, adapted from Ref. [5**]). In g, a 200 μm thick fixed mouse brain slice is opaque before ExM, but after expansion is completely transparent.
In this review, we first discuss the principles of how ExM works, discussing some of the rapidly exploding family of protocols that have been invented in the past few years that are making ExM easier to use and more powerful, and then we discuss some current applications in the field of neuroscience.

**Principles of how expansion microscopy works**

Since our discovery of expansion microscopy, accompanied by a proof-of-concept protocol and validation data showing its high performance in cultured mammalian cells and mouse brain tissue, published in 2015 [5**], we have developed several variants specialized for simple visualization of proteins [8*] and RNA [9**] using off-the-shelf chemicals, variants that can expand cells and tissues to much greater extents than the original protocol [10**], and variants that can easily be applied to human pathology specimens [11]. Several groups, including ours, have also shown the technology to work in a wide diversity of non-brain tissues, both normal and diseased (e.g. cancer-containing) [8*,11,12*], and even with pathogens like bacteria [13]. Many other groups have joined in creating expansion microscopy protocol variants as well [12*,14*,15,16]. Demonstrations of utility as well as scientific applications to a diversity of neuroscience questions have begun, in a diversity of species ranging from planaria [17], to Drosophila [18], to mouse [19,20], to non-human primate [8*], to human [21*]. Rather than go through individual protocols one by one, as we have in prior reviews [22*], we here discuss the general principle of how expansion microscopy works, seeking a unified workflow picture (Figure 1a–e). We will not go into detailed protocols in this paper; they are available on the internet [23].

First, biomolecules such as proteins [8*] or RNA [9**], or labels that bind to biomolecules such as fluorescent antibodies (for proteins) [8*,5*] or fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) probes (for RNA) [15], are functionalized with chemical handles that allow them to be covalently anchored to the polymer (Figure 1a,b). For example, applying a commercially available small molecule, the succinimidy ester of 6-(acryloylamino)hexanoic acid (acryloyl-X, SE; here abbreviated AcX) will equip amines on proteins (either endogenous proteins, or genetically encoded fluorophores, or applied fluorescent antibodies) with an acrylamide functional group, which can be linked to a growing polyacrylate polymer chain [8*]. Applying a small molecule that contains an alkylating group that reacts to guanine, as well as an acrylamide group (and easily made by mixing two off-the-shelf chemicals), which we call LabelX, enables endogenous RNA (and DNA) to be equipped with a handle that can be linked to a growing polymer chain [9**]; alternatively, applying FISH probes chemically pre-equipped with a similar linker will allow for these probes to be linked to the polymer [15].

Next, we synthesize a densely crosslinked sodium polyacrylate mesh throughout the specimen, so that it permeates throughout the cells, between and around the biomolecules and/or labels (Figure 1h,c). We do this by immersing the specimen in a solution containing sodium acrylate monomer (which can form long chains once triggered to polymerize), as well as cross-linking agents so that the final gel topology is a densely linked mesh. The small molecular weight of these building blocks (in the order of magnitude of 100 Da) enables their diffusion throughout cells and tissue in a small amount of time, usually less than half an hour for a piece of brain tissue 100 μm thick. This incubation is performed at 4°C, allowing the building blocks to permeate throughout the sample. Polymerization is initiated when the sample is transferred to a 37°C incubator. Within a few hours, a densely cross-linked web of polymer is formed in the sample.

The polymerization process is a standard free radical polymerization process, not unlike the kind used to make polyacrylamide gels for electrophoresis, and similar to the 1981 protocol of Hausen and Dreyer [7] — a vinyl addition polymerization of sodium acrylate monomers (along with the co-monomer acrylamide) and a N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide cross-linker, initiated by the generation of free radicals by a polymerization initiator (e.g. ammonium persulfate (APS)). We add the polymerization accelerator tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) as well as a polymerization inhibitor, 4-hydroxy-TEMPO (4-HT), to tune the rate of polymerization so that monomers have time to diffuse throughout the sample before the polymerization reaction takes off. The resultant mesh is extremely dense; small angle x-ray scattering data from similar polymers suggests that the mesh size, or spacing between polymer chains, may be in the 1–2 nm range [24]. Such a small polymer spacing — smaller than the size of many biomolecules themselves — suggests the possibility of immobilizing biomolecules to the polymer on an individual basis, and also the potential for isotropic expansion (and thus resolution) down to the 1–2 nm range (although that has not yet been experimentally realized).

Next, the specimen — now permeated with swellable polymer, and with key biomolecules or labels bound to the polymer — is mechanically homogenized (Figure 1c, d) so that the components of the tissue do not resist expansion. This can be performed by treatment with high temperatures and detergents [8*,12*], or with proteases that either broadly [8*,9*,14*] or specifically [8*] cleave proteins. In the case of using heat and detergents, the goal is to denature proteins so that they can be easily separated in the expansion step. In the case of using enzymes, the
The goal is to destroy proteins that are no longer relevant to the later visualization steps, or to chop them up into smaller pieces that can be easily separated. For example, we and others have found that fluorescent antibodies and genetically encoded fluorescent proteins are resistant to proteinase K digestion at doses where most other proteins are chipped up by proteinase K treatment \([8^*,14^*]\). Thus, for specimens bearing such antibodies or fluorescent proteins, anchoring them to the permeating swellable hydrogel, followed by proteolytic destruction of the other proteins, enables mechanical homogenization while preserving the information to be observed (i.e. the antibody locations or the fluorescent protein locations).

Finally, the addition of water (Figure 1d,e) triggers the swelling of the sodium polyacrylate polymer, so that the biomolecules or labels that are chemically linked to the polymer are pulled apart from each other. Osmotic force draws water into the specimen-polymer composite, and the highly charged carboxyl groups along the polyacrylate backbone then further repel each other (a key advantage of using a polyelectrolyte gel). At that time, labels (e.g. fluorescent antibodies \([8^*,12^*]\), FISH probes \([9^*]\)) can be applied to label biomolecules that were anchored and expanded away from each other, but that are not yet visualizable. Also at that time, amplification of signals can be performed by any of a number of traditional methods, for example, hybridization chain reaction amplification of FISH signals \([9^*]\), addition of DNA strands equipped with fluorophores \([10^*]\), or use of fluorescent streptavidin to add fluorophores to a previously anchored biotinylated probe \([21^*,14^*]\). The original expansion microscopy protocol \([5^*]\), as well as many of the follow-on papers \([8^*,12^*,11]\), reported 4–4.5× linear expansion factors (~100× volumetric expansion) in pure water (Figure 1f); expanding specimens in a low osmolarity saline solution (helpful to maintain hybridization of post-expansion probes applied to implement FISH) resulted in a ~3.3× linear expansion \([9^*]\).

Through extensive comparison of ExM-expanded samples with pre-expansion samples imaged through traditional super-resolution means (e.g. SIM \([5^*,8^*,11]\), STORM \([10^*,14^*]\)), as well as analysis of expanded biomolecular complexes that were previously characterized at a ground-truth nanostructural level (e.g. with electron microscopy) \([5^*,10^*]\), we and others were able to show that the expansion process was isotropic, with distortion errors of only a few percent over length scales of tens to hundreds of microns \([5^*,8^*,11]\). The excellent isotropy arises because of the design of the dense and highly crosslinked swellable polymer, as well as the mechanical homogenization. By analysis of biomolecular complexes of known structure (e.g. microtubules), we further estimated that current expansion processes might be introducing as little as 5–10 nm of error in terms of fundamental resolution \([10^*]\), although pinpointing this number will require further study. As a result, a 4.5× expansion will evenly expand specimens so that when imaged on, say, a confocal microscope with 300 nm lateral resolution, the effective resolution will be 300/4.5 ~ 70 nm.

A specimen can be expanded multiple times, for even better effective resolution, a process we call iterative expansion microscopy (iExM) \([10^*]\). A specimen is first expanded as in Figure 1, except using a chemically cleavable crosslinker rather than N,N’-methylenebisacrylamide to form the initial polyelectrolyte gel network. Such crosslinkers include N,N’-(1,2-Dihydroxyethylene) bis-acrylamide (DHEBA) and N,N’-Bis(acryloyl)cyctammine (BAC). Then, after the first expansion is complete, a second swellable polymer (with an uncleavable crosslinker) is synthesized in the space opened up by the first expansion. The biomolecules or labels are transferred from the first gel to the second, the first gel is cleaved, and then the second gel is expanded. This double-expansion process results in a linear expansion factor of about 4.5 × 4.5 ~ 20×, which would result in theory in an effective resolution of 300 nm/20 ~ 15 nm, but in practice is slightly larger because of the size of the labels (i.e. antibodies, linkers) used to stain the specimen in the first place.

In summary, there are different ExM protocols that are optimal for different kinds of specimen and different biological questions. The process of functionalizing the proteins or antibodies with AeX and expanding them away from each other we call protein retention ExM (proExM) \([8^*]\). proExM can be performed by staining the biological samples with primary and secondary antibodies before expansion, or by expanding proteins away from each other before expansion and then adding antibodies afterwards. Other groups developed related strategies for protein retention ExM in parallel to us \([12^*,14^*]\). The process of functionalizing RNA with LabelX and decrowing RNA molecules in a swellable hydrogel for later FISH visualization we call ExFISH \([9^*]\).

Applications of ExM to neuroscience
From our earliest paper on ExM, we showed that ExM could be used to visualize synaptic contacts between neurons in brain circuits, for example, in the mouse hippocampus (Figure 2a–d and Ref. \([3^*]\)). In particular, with ExM \([5^*]\), proExM \([8^*]\), or iExM \([10^*]\), one can visualize synapses and synaptic proteins (e.g. excitatory and inhibitory neurotransmitter receptors, presynaptic scaffolding proteins, postsynaptic scaffolding proteins, neurotransmitter synthesis enzymes, etc.) in the context of many neurons in a connected circuit, allowing cellular and synaptic analyses to be made across scales in a neural network.
Expansion microscopy of brain circuitry. (a) Expanded mouse hippocampus, with YFP-expressing neurons (green) antibody stained for the postsynaptic protein Homer1 (magenta) and the presynaptic protein bassoon (blue) (bars, 100 μm). (b) A hippocampal neuron from a piece of mouse brain tissue expanded and labeled as in (a), highlighting a single branch bearing multiple synapses (bars, 13.5 μm x, 7.3 μm y, 2.8 μm z). (c,d) Mouse cortex, expanded and labeled as in (a), with a single synapse (box in c) highlighted in (d) (scale bars: c, 2.5 μm; d, 250 nm). Panels a–d adapted from Ref. [5**]. (e) Protein retention ExM (proExM, Ref. [8**]) and (f) iterative ExM (iExM, Ref. [10**]) of mouse hippocampus expressing Brainbow (i.e. combinatorially expressed fluorophores for randomly labeling neurons with different colors). (g) Expansion microscopy fluorescent in situ hybridization (ExFISH, Ref. [9**]) imaging of single RNA molecules (magenta) in mouse hippocampus with simultaneous visualization of protein (green, YFP). Left, Dlg4 mRNA (magenta) visualized simultaneously with YFP (green) (white scale bar, 10 μm; blue scale bar is divided by the expansion factor of 3). Middle (i and ii), dendrites with spine-localized Dlg4 mRNA highlighted with arrows. Right (iii and iv), dendrites with Camk2a mRNA highlighted with arrows (white scale bars, 2 μm; blue scale bars are divided by the expansion factor of 3). Panels e–g adapted from the references indicated.
One interesting application of ExM is in the visualization of Brainbow [25] (i.e. combinatorially expressed genetically encoded fluorophore)-labeled neural circuitry (via ~70 nm effective resolution proExM in Figure 2c and Ref. [8*]; via ~25 nm effective resolution iExM in Figure 2f and Ref. [10**]). Such volumes can be imaged on ordinary confocal microscopes, making neural circuit mapping into a democratized activity requiring hardware of the kind accessible to most groups. A recent algorithmic and experimental study suggests that automated tracing of neural morphologies in expanded brain circuits containing neurons labeled with Brainbow may be possible [19].

proExM has successfully revealed synaptic architectures in mouse striatal circuitry [20], as well as in the Drosophila brain [18] and zebrafish brain [26], and has also proven useful in characterizing astrocytic gap junctions near blood vessels in human epilepsy patient brain specimens [21], demonstrating its usefulness in a diversity of neuroscientific contexts. proExM has also proven useful in performing a study in the planarian Schmidtea mediterranea that revealed a new non-neural cell type that the authors proposed was a planarian glial cell [17].

Mapping of mRNAs and other nucleic acids with subsynaptic precision in intact neural circuits is important for confronting many questions relating to how gene expression is regulated in a spatial fashion, throughout neural circuits, in development, plasticity, and disease. ExFISH has been used to visualize the location and identity of single mRNA molecules, with nanoscale precision, in brain circuits with co-visualization of proteins (Figure 2g and Ref. [9**]).

Expansion, in addition to providing nanoscale resolution across extended 3-D specimens, enables two other key features. One important observation is that after expansion, the final tissue-gel composite is ~99% water, making the resulting specimens transparent and essentially optical aberration free (Figure 1g and Ref. [5**]). This makes light sheet imaging into a very fast nanoscale resolution modality, as we have shown by applying lightsheet imaging to expanded samples [9**] — enabling multiple order-of-magnitude speedup over earlier nanoscale resolution imaging technologies.

A second benefit of ExM is the decrowding of the biomolecules or labels as they are pulled apart during the swelling, which creates room around biomolecules for amplification and analysis chemical reactions. For example, the hybridization chain reaction [27] results in many fluorophores being targeted to a single biomolecule via a self-assembling DNA complex. Molecular decrowding makes more room for these large complexes, which otherwise might overlap or compete against each other [9**]. Molecular decrowding may also enable epitopes that may be concealed in protein complexes, to be revealed by separating proteins from one another [8*]. Finally, the decrowding may help, in the future, to support better performance of analytical reactions such as in situ sequencing [28], multiplexed antibody staining using PAINT strategies [29], or multiplexed hybridization using coded hybridization probes [30,31], by creating room around biomolecules for well-controlled performance of useful reactions.

Common problems and strategies to overcome them

As with any new technology, early adopters will need to confront potential problems in order to deploy expansion microscopy into their scientific field. This also presents opportunities for refinement and innovation, as various groups have published papers applying or validating expansion microscopy in new contexts like Drosophila [18,32], zebrafish [26], or human brain [21]. One common problem that people encounter early in their experiences with expansion microscopy samples regards the fragility of the expanded samples. We recommend storing, transporting, and handling samples as much as possible in the unexpanded state, and expanding in water at the latest feasible moment. Paintbrushes and spatulas can be used to handle gels when unexpanded, but expanded gels require care to transport, for example being carried on coverslips that evenly support the gel [22]. Storing samples in the compact state may also help preserve fluorescence for longer periods of time than in the expanded state; in an unbuffered solution like pure water, as utilized in the expanded state, fluorophores may deteriorate faster than if samples are stored in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) or another buffered salt solution in the compact state [22].

Another common issue is that expanded samples, being volumetrically diluted by a hundredfold or more, can sometimes appear dim when imaged with a microscope, and/or be hard to find since they are so transparent. Amplifying the brightness of labels, as described above, can be very helpful. It is important to validate antibodies in unexpanded samples to insure that they work, since the dilution effect of expansion will compound any antibody errors with additional difficulty of visualization. If antibodies are to be applied post-expansion, it is important not to use proteases that destroy epitopes, but instead to use denaturing conditions to mechanically homogenize cells and tissues [8*,12]. If antibodies are to be applied pre-expansion, it is important not to use cyanine dyes on secondary antibodies, since they will be destroyed during the polymerization process (for a list of alternative dyes that work well in expansion microscopy, see Ref. [8*]).

To facilitate imaging, it can be helpful to trim the gel to the smallest size feasible, and to shape the boundary of the gel (e.g. by cutting the edge in a pattern) so that its
shape will tell you its orientation [33]. It is also very helpful to image samples before expansion and after expansion with a low-magnification microscope to understand where you are in the sample, when imaging a subregion. It can be helpful to immobilize expanded samples in agarose, or to mount expanded samples on a sticky surface, for example, a polylysine-coated coverslip or slide, to prevent it from drifting during imaging [22*]. For details on how to mount samples for stable imaging in a diversity of microscope settings, and other helpful tips, see Ref. [22*].
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